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-CTL* dedicated to integral relational automata [Čer94] ; -Constrained LTL named CLTL defined with LTL models but with Presburger occurrences constraints [BEH95] ; -Flat fragment of Presburger LTL [CC00] (see also [CJ98] ).
Other formalisms more dedicated to formal verification can be found in -model-checking of discrete timed automata [DPK03] ; -verification of infinite-state systems with linear arithmetic constraints, see e.g. [BH99,WB00,Wol01,FS00,FL02,BB03].
In the paper, we are interested in models of Presburger LTL that are ω-sequences of valuations for a given set VAR of integer variables taking their values in Z and the atomic formulae are Presburger arithmetic constraints with free variables in VAR (the models in [BEH95] are quite different since they are just plain LTL models). For instance, φ = 2(Xx = x) states that the value of the variable x is constant over the time line where Xx denotes the value of x at the next state. A model of φ is simply an ω-sequence in (Z)
ω . The counterpart of the high expressive power of Presburger LTL rests on its undecidability, shown by a standard encoding of the halting problem for two-counter machines. However, to regain decidability one can either restrict the underlying constraint language, see e.g. [AH94, Sect. 3] and [DD02] , or restrict the logical language, see e.g. a decidable flat fragment of Presburger LTL in [CC00] . Herein, we shall consider versions of LTL with Presburger constraints with the full logical language (mainly LTL with past-time operators sometimes augmented with first-order quantifiers) but with strict fragments of Presburger arithmetic. As a consequence, all the constraint languages we will consider are closed under Boolean operations.
Our motivations. Integer periodicity constraints, a special class of Presburger constraints, have found applications in many logical formalisms such as -DATALOG with integer periodicity constraints [TC98] ; -logical formalisms dealing with calendars, see e.g. [Ohl94, Wij00, CFP02] ; -temporal reasoning in database access control [BBFS96, BBFS98] ; -periodic time in generalized databases, see e.g. [Wol01, NS92] .
Moreover, abstracting programs with integer variables by constraint automata with periodicity constraints can be viewed as a way to handle the analysis of such programs. Although we will not elaborate on it in this paper, we believe it is a promising continuation of the current paper, in the line of [MOS04] for instance. In view of the ubiquity of integer periodic constraints, the main motivation of the current work is to design a variant of LTL over a language for integer periodicity constraints that satisfies the following properties.
1. The logical language contains at least LTL (no flatness restriction). 2 2. The constrained language is expressive enough to capture most integer periodicity constraints used in calendar logics and in database access control. For instance, in [CFP02] , the authors advocate the need to design an extension of LTL that expresses quantitative temporal requirements, such as periodicity constraints. We provide in the paper such an extension. 3. Model-checking and satisfiability remain in pspace and possibly to be able to adapt the technique with Büchi automata [VW94] to this new extension of LTL.
Last but not least, as a long-term project, we wish to understand what are the decidable fragments of Presburger LTL by restricting the constraint language but with the full logical language.
Our contribution. We introduce a decidable fragment of Presburger LTL that satisfies the above-mentioned requirements. Let us be a bit more precise.
1. We introduce a first-order theory of integer periodicity constraints IPC ++ and we show its pspace-completeness. This is a fragment of Presburger arithmetic that extends the one from [TC98] . 2. We show the pspace-completeness of PLTL (LTL with past-time operators) over IPC ++ using Büchi automata (logic denoted by PLTL mod in the paper) in the line of [VW94] . 3. We demonstrate why adding the existential operator ∃ at the logical level (∃ is already present at the constraint level) leads to an exponential blowup of the complexity. We show that PLTL(IPC + ) augmented with ∃ is in expspace and PLTL mod augmented with ∃ is expspace-hard. IPC + is a fragment of IPC ++ without constraints of the form x = y. 4. As an application, we show the pspace-completeness of the equivalence problem for the extended single-string automata [LM01, Sect. 5]. Extended singlestring automata are Büchi automata that recognize exactly one ω-word and guards involving periodicity constraints are present on the transitions. This formalism has been introduced as a concise means to define time granularities and the equivalence problem for such automata is central to check the equality of time granularities, see also [Wij00] . Roughly speaking, a time granularity is a mapping from integer numbers to subsets of a time domain.
Related work. Apart from the above-mentioned works dealing with (fragments of) Presburger LTL, we quote below some related works involving periodicity constraints, fragments of Presburger arithmetic, versions of LTL over concrete domains, and constraint automata. formula. These problems are reduced to the emptiness problem for Büchi automata. Sect. 5 analyses the complexity of the logic PLTL(IPC + ), a fragment of PLTL mod , augmented with the quantifier ∃ at the logical level. We show that PLTL(IPC + ) augmented with ∃ has a satisfiability problem in expspace. Sect. 6 presents the proof of the pspace-completeness of the equivalence problem for extended single-string automata. In Sect. 7, we provide concluding remarks and underline the open problems we consider worth being tackled.
PLTL over periodicity constraints

Constraint languages
Let VAR = {x 0 , x 1 , . . .} be a countably infinite set of variables. We define below languages of the first-order theory of integer periodicity constraints. The constraint language IPC is defined by the grammar below:
where k, c ∈ N. A simple periodicity constraint is a conjunction of constraints of the form either x ≡ k y + c or x ≡ k c. Given X ⊆ {∃, [], <, =}, we define an extension of IPC, namely IPC X , by adding clauses to the definition of IPC:
with c 1 , c 2 ∈ N is added; -if =∈ X, then the clause x = y with x, y ∈ VAR is added; -if <∈ X, then the clauses x < c | x > c | x = c with x ∈ VAR and c ∈ Z are added.
In the sequel, IPC + denotes IPC {∃,[],<} whereas IPC ++ denotes IPC {∃,[],<,=} , which is actually the richer constraint language considered in the paper. IPC ++ is the extension of the language of the first-order theory of integer periodicity constraints introduced in [TC98] but with the inclusion of negation as considered in [BBFS96] . Unlike [TC98] , we shall not use periodicity graphs as symbolic representation of sets of tuples definable by constraints in IPC (see also the complementation of periodicity graphs in [BBFS96] ). Instead, we shall represent periodicity constraints by sets of triples of natural numbers. The cardinality of such sets will be exponential in the size of the corresponding constraints (see details in Sect. 3).
Observe that constraints of the form x ∼ c with ∼∈ {=, >, <} allows to compare variables to absolute time values. A semi-simple periodicity constraint is a conjunction between a simple periodicity constraint and a conjunction of atomic constraints of the form x ∼ c with ∼∈ {<, >, =}.
The interpretation of the constraints is the standard one. A valuation v is a map v : VAR → Z. The satisfiability relation v |= p is inductively defined in Figure 1 . It is worth observing that x ≡ k y + [c 1 , c 2 ] is not symmetrical with respect to x and y. However,
Given p in IPC ++ with free variables x 1 , . . . , x k (in the order of enumeration of the variables), sol(p) denotes the set of k-tuples z 1 , . . . , z k ∈ Z k such that 
where p is a constraint of IPC ++ with free variables x 1 , . . . , x k (in the order of enumeration of the variables) and
is obtained from p by replacing every occurrence of x u by x j u preceded by i u next symbols for 1 ≤ u ≤ k. For instance, the formula x ≡ 2 0 ∧ 2(Xx ≡ 2 x + 1) states that the value of x is even on states of even indices. Otherwise stated, the atomic formulae of PLTL mod are the constraints of IPC ++ except that the variables are of the form X j x i . The formulae of PLTL mod are defined by the following grammar:
where p belongs to IPC ++ . As usual, X is the next-time operator, X −1 is the previous past-time operator, U is the until operator, and S is the since past-time operator (see below the semantics). More generally, we write PLTL(L) to denote the variant of PLTL mod where the atomic formulae are built from the constraint language L. Hence, PLTL mod is simply PLTL(IPC ++ ). We write LTL(L) to denote the restriction of PLTL(L) to the future-time operators X and U. We include past-time operators to the logic in order to capture the conciseness of LTL with past considered in [CFP02, CFP04] . However, the addition of a finite amount of MSO-definable temporal operators still guarantees the (forthcoming) pspace upper bound thanks to [GK03] .
A model σ for PLTL mod is an ω-sequence of valuations of the form σ : N × VAR → Z. The satisfiability relation |= is inductively defined in Figure 2 .
A very important aspect of PLTL mod rests on the fact that the values of variables at different states can be compared. We use the standard abbreviations
′ iff there is j ≥ i such that σ, j |= φ ′ and for every i ≤ k < j, σ, k |= φ; -σ, i |= φSφ ′ iff there is 0 ≤ j ≤ i such that σ, j |= φ ′ and for every j < k ≤ i, σ, k |= φ. 3φ, F −1 φ, 2φ, . . . The satisfiability problem for PLTL mod is to decide given a formula φ whether there is σ such that σ, 0 |= φ. It is worth observing that adding to IPC ++ constraints of one of the forms below leads to undecidability of the satisfiability problem of the corresponding extension of PLTL mod :
-x = y + 1 with x, y ∈ VAR, see e.g. [CC00] ; -x < y with x, y ∈ VAR; -x − y ≥ c with x, y ∈ VAR and c ∈ N \ {0}.
A few other remarks are in order. No propositional variables are part of PLTL mod but they can be easily simulated, for instance each P i is encoded by x i = 1 if x i is not used for other purposes in the formula. When complexity issues are considered, all the integers are encoded in binary representation.
Observe that because of the presence of the past-time operator X −1 , we can also simulate the access to past values of variables (which we would write X −n x for instance if [Ohl94] , no exponential-time reduction to propositional calculus (PC) is performed. Our logic PLTL mod allows more efficient reasoning than an expensive translation into PC (see details in Sect. 4).
PLTL
mod as a concise calendar logic
In [CFP02] , LTL with past is used for reasoning about calendars based on consistent granularities: this amounts to require that the truth values of propositional variables along the time line encode consistent granularities. As a major drawback, the encoding a period of n units requires a formula of size O(n) whereas the formula 2(Xx ≡ n x + 1) in PLTL mod does the job with only O(log(n)) symbols (remember that we encode the integers with a binary representation). A similar blow up occurs in the translation of pure Calendar Logic [Ohl94] into PC with an exponential increase of the size of formulae, which leads to a decision procedure in double exponential-time (to be compared with our pspace decision procedure in Sect. 4). Other advantages of our formalism in comparison with [Ohl94, CFP02] is that we specify in the logical language the granularities.
By way of example, we provide a partial encoding of Gregorian calendar with PLTL mod formulae. Because of lack of space, we do not provide all the details.
-sec ≡ 60 0 ∧ 2(Xsec ≡ 60 sec + 1 ∧ 0 ≤ sec < 60); the second is the time unit (granularity);
; -similarly, one can defined day-in-month, month, and year assuming that there is some end dates. In many practical situations, the problem of infiniteness can be circumverted by fixing some end date far ahead. Indeed, with PLTL mod formalism this can be done concisely, for instance x < 2 n requires only O(n) symbols since the integers are encoded with a binary representation. -the sentence "φ holds sometime next monday" (where the time unit is the second) is encoded by the following conjunction (depending whether the current day is monday or not):
with p = day ≡ 7 0. It is easy to see that this can be easily generalized to any interval of time (next year, next week, previous year, etc.).
Model-Checking
The 
The model-checking problem for PLTL(L) is defined as follows: given a PLTL(L)-automaton A and a PLTL(L) formula φ, is there a σ ∈ l(A) such that σ |= φ? (in symbols A |= ∃ φ?) A natural relaxed version of the problem consists in restricting the labels on transitions to Boolean combinations of PLTL(L) atomic formulae.
Theorem 1. The model-checking and satisfiability problems for PLTL mod are inter-reducible with respect to logspace transformations.
The proof is similar to the proof of [DD03, Theorem 8.3] (which is itself based on a proof in [SC85] ) and is omitted here. In Sect. 6 we shall show how LTL(IPC ++ )-automata naturally encode extended single-string automata from [LM01, Sect. 5].
In the sequel, only satisfiability problems are explicitly treated.
3 First-order theory of integer periodicity constraints
Given p in IPC ++ with free variables x 1 , . . . , x k , we shall construct a finite partition of Z k such that -every region can be represented by a semi-simple periodicity constraint; -for all k-tuples z and z ′ in a given region of the partition,
In this way, we shall be able to finitely represent the set of solutions sol(p) and such a representation will be easy to manipulate since it can be viewed as a disjunction of semi-simple periodicity constraints. This is actually a standard requirement when an infinite set of tuples has to be finitely abstracted, see e.g. the clock regions for timed automata in [AD94] , the quantifier elimination procedure for discrete point constraint language in [Kou94] and the reducibility of extended single-string automata in [LM01] , to quote a few examples (see also the symbolic transition systems of the class one in [HMR03] ).
Quantifier elimination
Quantifier elimination (QE) is a known method to show decidability of logical theories, see e.g. [Pre29, Tar51, KK67, FR75] . In this section, we establish such a property to prove the pspace upper bound of the IPC ++ -satisfiability problem. Let p be a constraint in IPC ++ such that -c 1 < . . . < c n are the constants in p occurring in constraints of the form x ∼ c with ∼∈ {<, >, =}; we fix c 0 = −∞ and c n+1 = +∞, this is done to simplify the notations in some places; -k 1 , . . . , k u are the natural numbers occurring in constraints of the form
we fix K to be the least common multiple of 1,
We define from p an equivalence relation ∼ p between elements of Z as follows:
Hence, the number of equivalence classes of ∼ p is bounded by (n + 1) × K, that is in O(2 |p| ). The idea behind the definition of ∼ p is simply that z ∼ p z ′ iff z and z ′ cannot be distinguished by constraints of IPC + that use only c 1 , . . . , c n and k 1 , . . . , k u . For instance, it is easy to check that for every j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, {c i } is an equivalence class of ∼ p . The relation ∼ p extended to tuples will not be a simple component-wise extension because of the presence of equality in IPC
In order to prove Lemma 1 below, we introduce the following notation. Given
Proof. By induction on the size of p. The base cases are by an easy verification. Let us consider the different cases of the induction step.
. , x i s be the variables occurring in p 1 and x j 1 , . . . , x j l be the variables occurring in p 2 . For α ∈ {1, 2} and m, m ′ ∈ Z, one can check that m ∼ p m ′ implies m ∼ p α m ′ since obviously all the constants occurring in p α occurs in p. Moreover, one can verify that
Each equivalence class of ∼ p on Z can be represented by a triple i, j, l with i, j ∈ {0, . . . , n + 1} and l ∈ {0, . . . , K − 1} such that -i ≤ j ≤ i + 1; -if i = j and c i ≡ K l then i, j, l represents the equivalence class {c i }; -if j = i + 1, then i, j, l represents the equivalence class {z ∈ Z : c i < z < c i+1 , and z ≡ K l} if this set is non empty.
We introduce the map
By extension, given Y a non-empty finite subset of N of cardinality k representing a set of variable indices, we introduce the map
. . , k} 2 ) will represent the equivalence classes of ∼ p on k-tuples.
The proof of Lemma 2 below is by an easy verification.
Y can be checked in polynomial-time in |p| + |Y |.
In Lemma 2 above, |u| is of polynomial size in |p|
If p contains k free variables x 1 , . . . , x k , we write D p to denote the domain ({0, . . . , n + 1} 2 × {0, . . . , K − 1}) k × P({1, . . . , k} 2 ) and D is a finite representation of the possibly infinite set sol(p). In the sequel, we show how an element of D sat p can be represented by a semi-simple periodicity constraint. To each i, j, l ∈ {0, . . . , n+1} 2 ×{0, . . . , K−1}, and variable index α ∈ N, we associate a semi-simple periodicity constraint IPC < ( i, j, l , α) in IPC {<} with free variable x α defined as follows:
, and j = n + 1, x α < c 1 if i = 0 and j = 1, c n < x α if i = n and j = n + 1, undefined otherwise.
The following lemma (not difficult to show) makes explicit the relationship between the constraints generated by the map IPC < and the map [·].
Lemma 3. For all z ∈ Z and i, j, l ∈ {0, . . . , n + 1}
We are now able to show that IPC ++ satisfies (QE) by appropriately extending the map IPC < . To each t 1 , . . . , t k , X ∈ D p we associate a semi-simple periodicity constraints IPC
The following lemma (also not difficult to show) makes explicit the relationship between the constraints generated by the map IPC ++ (·) and the map [·] {1,...,k} .
Theorem 2. IPC ++ admits quantifier elimination.
Proof. Let p be a constraint in IPC ++ with free variables x 1 , . . . , x k . We define below a constraint p ′ in IPC ++ such that sol(p) = sol(p ′ ):
Equality between sol(p) and sol(p ′ ) can be proved by using Lemma 4.
PSPACE-complete satisfiability problem
We establish that IPC ++ -satisfiability is decidable in polynomial space.
Theorem 3. IPC ++ -satisfiability is pspace-complete.
Proof. pspace-hardness is immediate by reducing QBF. We omit the details of this obvious reduction. Satisfiability in pspace can be shown via a procedure similar to first-order model-checking [CM77] , details are given below. First, some preliminary definitions. Given a sequence s 1 , . . . , s k , we write s 1 , . . . , s k [i 1 ← t 1 , . . . , i s ← t s ] to denote the sequence obtained from s 1 , . . . , s k by replacing s i j by t j for every j ∈ {1, . . . , s}. We shall define a function SAT(p) that checks satisfiability of the constraint p in IPC ++ . To do so, we introduce an auxiliary function MC which is indeed the core of our procedure. Let p be a constraint in IPC ++ with occurrences of the variables x 1 , . . . , x k . The free variables of p are x i 1 , . . . , x i s with 1 ≤ i 1 < i 2 < . . . < i s ≤ k. The function SAT is defined in Figure 3 .
Observe that condition 2. in the definition of SAT can be checked in polynomialtime in |p| by Lemma 2. Moreover, it will not be difficult to show that MC (defined below) runs in pspace: polynomial recursion depth and quantification over exponential size sets (which requires only polynomial space) guarantees this upper bound. MC has four arguments: 
. . , i s }) returns "Yes"; then return "Yes" otherwise return "No". There is certainly a bit of redundancy in the arguments: the positions of the third argument with values different from the padding symbol '−' are precisely the elements of the fourth argument. However, this is not crucial for the result we want to establish. MC is indeed a model-checking procedure since the third argument provides an interpretation for the free variables of the second argument. MC returns "Yes" iff this interpretation forces the second argument to hold true. The function MC is defined by a simple case analysis as shown in Figure 4 .
In the case p ′ = ∃x i p ′′ , condition 1. can be checked in polynomial-time in |p|.
The pspace-completeness of IPC ++ -satisfiability does not play in favor of the tractability of this first-order theory, especially if one compares it with nlogspace consistency problems. However, Presburger arithmetic is of much higher complexity [FR74, Ber80] and pspace-hardness is the optimal lower bound one can expect for pspace-complete PLTL over fragments of Presburger arithmetic. Observe also that IPC ++ ( t 1 , . . . , t k , X ) is indeed a set of signed atomic constraints of the form s (x i = x j ), s (x i ∼ c j ), and s (x i ≡ K l) with the sign s in {ǫ, ¬} and ∼∈ {<, >, =}.
The problem described in Corollary 1 is actually a model-checking problem (easily solvable with the procedure MC) where the interpretation of the variables
-if p ′ = "x i = x j " and i, j ∈ X then return "Yes";
and there is c ∈ [c 1 , c 2 ] such that l i ≡ α l j + c then return "Yes" (s i = min i , max i , l i and s j = min j , max j , l j ); -the other base cases from the atomic formulae of IPC ++ are treated in a similar fashion and one can check that this requires only polynomial-time in p; -in the case p ′ = p 1 ∧ p 2 , let x i 1 , . . . , x i α be the free variables of p 1 and x j 1 , . . . , x j β be the free variables of p 2 . If the two calls below returns "Yes"
1. MC(p,
Return "No". Without any loss of generality, we can assume that these sets of integers/variables are non-empty. Let X(φ) be one plus the greatest i with some term X i x j occurring in φ. For instance, X(φ) with φ = 2(Xx ≡ n x + 1) is equal to two. In the sequel, we pose l = X(φ). l is the maximal number of consecutive states necessary to evaluate an atomic subformula of φ.
We shall provide in the sequel a procedure to decide satisfiability of φ using polynomial space in |φ|.
Abstraction of PLTL mod models
By definition, a model σ of φ is a structure σ : N × {x 1 , . . . , x s } → Z such that σ, 0 |= φ. However, each σ(i) : {x 1 , . . . , x s } → Z can take an infinite amount of values. By contrast, for classical LTL, there is a finite amount of interpretations over a finite set of propositional variables. That is why we shall abstract such valuations as elements of a finite set, more precisely as elements of the set
with k = s × l. This provides evidence that PLTL(IPC ++ )-automata are in the class one of symbolic transitions systems following the classification in [HMR03] . The rest of this section is dedicated to the construction of such abstractions by using Sect. 3.
Another way to understand a structure σ : N × {x 1 , . . . , x s } → Z with the PLTL mod semantics, is to view it as a structure σ ′ : N×({x 1 , . . . , x s }×{0, . . . , l− 1}) → Z such that (C1) for all i ∈ N, α ∈ {1, . . . , s}, and β ∈ {1, . . . , l − 1}, σ
In that way, the pair x α , β plays the rôle of the term X β x α . So far, the profile of σ ′ depends on φ by the value l and by the number of variables s but one has also to relate σ ′ with σ. The condition (C2) below does the job:
(C2) for all i ∈ N and α ∈ {1, . . . , s}, σ
The following lemma is now easy to establish.
Lemma 5.
, there is a unique σ : N × {x 1 , . . . , x s } → Z satisfying (C2).
As a corollary:
Lemma 6. φ is satisfiable iff there is a structure σ ′ : N × ({x 1 , . . . , x s } × {0, . . . , l − 1}) → Z satisfying (C1) such that σ ′ , 0 |= φ ′ where φ ′ is obtained from φ by replacing every occurrence of X β x α by x α , β .
In Lemma 6 above, we assume that σ
holds true with p ∈ IPC
++ and p has free variables x 1 , . . . ,
For the Boolean and temporal operators, the satisfiability relation |= on structures σ ′ is defined in the obvious homomorphic way.
Let us now abstract the structures of the form σ ′ : N × ({x 1 , . . . , x s } × {0, . . . , l − 1}) → Z. We pose k = s × l and we write D φ to denote the set ({0, . . . , n + 1} 2 × {0, . . . , K − 1}) k × P({1, . . . , k} 2 ) by similarity to the developments made in Sect. 3. D sat φ is defined as the subset of D φ which is the image of [·] {1,...,k} . In order to relate terms of the form X β x α and variables x i (i ∈ {1, . . . , k}), we introduce the map f : {x 1 , . . . , x s } × {0, . . . , l − 1} → {1, . . . , k} as the bijection defined by f ( x α , β ) = s×β+α. The inverse function f −1 can be easily defined with the operations of the Euclidean division. Details are omitted here. One can check that f −1 (1), f −1 (2), . . . , f −1 (k) is precisely the sequence
that is, first the variables at the current state are enumerated, then the variables at the next state are enumerated and so on. Another way to understand a structure σ : N×({x 1 , . . . , x s }×{0, . . . , l−1}) → Z is to view it as a structure σ
′ of X restricted to the indices in {s + 1, . . . , k}).
One has also to relate σ ′ with σ. The condition (C4) below does the job. First we need a preliminary definition. Given g : {x 1 , . . . , x s } × {0, . . . , l − 1} → Z, we write g k to denote the k-tuple g(f −1 (1)), . . . , g(f −1 (k)) . g k is simply a representation of g as a k-tuple of Z k with k = s × l.
The following lemma can be established. Lemma 7(I) is easily shown by using the equality in (C4) to construct σ ′ . Observe that in Lemma 7(II), σ is not necessarily unique. The proof of Lemma 7(II) uses the existence of a map h :
k} (Axiom of Choice). As a corollary:
Lemma 8. φ is satisfiable iff there is a structure σ ′ : N → D sat φ satisfying (C3) such that σ ′ , 0 |= φ ′ where φ ′ is obtained from φ by replacing every occurrence of X β x α by x f ( x α ,β ) .
In Lemma 8 above, we assume that σ 
able where IPC ++ (.) is the map defined in Sect. 3.1. For the Boolean and temporal operators, the satisfiability relation |= on structures σ ′ is defined in the obvious homomorphic way. The abstraction of PLTL mod models is now quite satisfying since the domain of σ ′ in Lemma 8 is finite and is of exponential cardinality in |φ|.
Büchi automata
Using the approach for LTL reducing model checking and satisfiability problems to the emptiness problem for Büchi automata [VW94] , we construct a Büchi automaton A φ on the alphabet D φ such that L(A φ ), the language recognized to A φ , is non-empty iff φ is PLTL mod satisfiable. The automaton A φ is defined as the intersection of the following automata. The rest of this section is dedicated to construct A PLTL based on developments from [LMS02] and on the abstraction introduced in Sect. 4.1. As usual, we define cl (φ), the closure of φ, as the smallest set of formulae such that 1. {φ, X −1 ⊤, ⊤} ⊆ cl (φ) and cl (φ) is closed under subformulae; 2. cl (φ) is closed under negation (we identify ¬¬ψ with ψ);
The cardinality of cl (φ) is polynomial in |φ|. We define an atom of φ to be a maximally consistent subset of cl (φ) defined as follows. X is an atom of φ iff -X ⊆ cl (φ) and ⊤ ∈ X; -for every ψ ∈ cl (φ), ψ ∈ X iff not ¬ψ ∈ X; -for every ψ ∧ ψ ′ ∈ cl (φ), ψ ∧ ψ ′ ∈ X iff ψ ∈ X and ψ ′ ∈ X; -for every ψUψ
We can now define the generalized Büchi automaton A PLTL = (Q, Q 0 , −→ , F) with F = {F 1 , . . . , F m } ⊆ P(Q). A run ρ : N → Q is accepting according to F iff for each i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, ρ(j) ∈ F i for infinitely many j ∈ N. A generalized Büchi condition can be easily converted to a Büchi condition by augmenting the states with a 0-m counter. The elements of A PLTL are defined as follows:
-Let {ψ 1 Uϕ 1 , . . . , ψ m Uϕ m } be the set of until formulas in cl (φ). F = {F 1 , . . . , F m } with for every i ∈ {1, . . . , m},
In A PLTL , one can check whether X u − → Y holds true in polynomial space in |φ|. The conditions (ATOM), (NEXT), and (PREVIOUS) can be checked in polynomial-time in |φ|. However, the above condition (IPC ++ ) requires polynomial space by Corollary 1. The main difference with LTL with past remains in the condition at the atomic level, involving here an IPC ++ -satisfiability check.
This is a consequence of Lemma 8 and of the construction of Büchi automata from formulae in LTL with past [LMS02] .
Viewing a model of φ as an ω-sequence of elements from D φ , every formula φ defines an ω-regular subset of D ω φ , which can be also viewed as an ω-regular set of constraints by using the map IPC ++ (u). By contrast, in LTL({x = y, x < y}), the extension of LTL where the atomic formulae are of the form X n 1 x 1 ∼ X n 2 x 2 with ∼∈ {<, =}, there exist formulae that defines non ω-regular sets of constraints [DD03] .
Complexity bounds
It is now standard to prove Theorem 5 below.
Theorem 5. Satisfiability for PLTL mod is in pspace.
By the above considerations even though A φ has an exponential amount of states in |φ|, checking the emptiness of L(A φ ) can be done on the fly in polynomial space in |φ| with a non-deterministic algorithm. As usual, by Savitch's theorem, this provides the requires pspace upper bound.
The pspace-hardness of the satisfiability problem for PLTL mod is a mere consequence of the pspace-hardness of plain LTL [SC85] . Moreover, it is worth observing that all the temporal operators in PLTL mod are MSO-definable and by using [GK03] , it is not difficult to show that any extension of PLTL mod obtained by adding a finite amount of MSO-definable temporal operators remains in pspace.
This pspace upper bound is quite remarkable: in [BC02,DD02,DD03] pspacecompleteness has been mainly established for extensions of LTL over concrete domains with satisfiability problem in P(only).
Adding logical first-order quantifiers
In this section, we investigate the extension of PLTL(IPC + ) with the existential quantifier ∃, i.e. temporal operators can be in the scope of the existential quantifier ∃. This extension is denoted by PLTL ∃ (IPC + ). In the general case, first-order LTL is known to be highly undecidable [Aba89, Krö90] even in the case the uninterpreted domains are finite [Tra63] . Similarly, first-order LTL over finite time structures is also highly undecidable [CMP99] . The decidability/complexity results obtained in this section are due to the fact that we can interpret any firstorder formula φ of PLTL ∃ (IPC + ) in a fixed concrete (infinite) domain that can be abstracted by a finite domain whose cardinality is nevertheless exponential in |φ|. A similar argument cannot be used for PLTL mod augmented with the quantifier ∃ (denoted by PLTL ∃ (IPC ++ )) and the decidability status of this extension is unknown, see e.g. Table 1 in Sect. 7 for further details.
In order to define PLTL ∃ (IPC ++ ), the clause below is added to the definition of |=:
where σ ′ is defined as follows:
-for all j ∈ N and x ∈ VAR \ {y}, σ ′ (j, x) = σ(j, x); -for every j ∈ N, σ ′ (j, y) = z.
In σ ′ the interpretation of the variable y is rigid unlike other possible variables. For the sake of clarity, we shall only consider PLTL ∃ (IPC ++ ) formulae φ in which if ∃y ψ occurs as a subformula of φ, the only occurrences of the variable y in φ are in ψ. The variable y will be said to be a global variable (by reference to its rigidity). By contrast, the free variables of φ will be said to be local. In that sense, all the variables occurring in PLTL mod formulae are local.
We shall also consider an interesting fragment of PLTL ∃ (IPC ++ ) in which the use of ∃ at the logical level is restricted. We write PLTL ↓ (IPC ++ ) to denote the fragment of PLTL ↓ (IPC ++ ) where the quantifier ∃ is used only in formulae of the form:
, the formula obtained from φ where each occurrence of x ′ is replaced by X i x. Indeed, replacement of x ′ may be done in the scope of temporal operators which is incompatible with the interpretation of X i x at the current state. In the sequel, we write
The freeze quantifier ↓ that allows to bind the values of variables to a fixed value is a powerful binder used for instance in real-time logics (see e.g., [AH93, AH94] ) and in hybrid logics (see e.g., [Gor96, Bla00] ). Adding this kind of operator can easily lead to undecidability (see e.g., [Gor96] ) when no restriction is required on the Kripke structures. Observe that the decidability status of decidable LTL over concrete domains from [DD03] augmented with the freeze operator is still open. In this section, we treat a very particular case with integer periodicity constraints for which decidability follows from decidability of PLTL mod .
EXPSPACE lower bound
Adding the freeze operator ↓ to PLTL(IPC ++ ) leads to an exponential blow-up even if only future-time operators and simple periodicity constraints are used.
Theorem 6. Satisfiability for PLTL
↓ (IPC ++ ) restricted to future-time operators and simple periodicity constraints is expspace-hard.
As a corollary, satisfiability for PLTL ∃ (IPC ++ ) is also expspace-hard.
Proof. We prove this result by a reduction from the 2 n -corridor tiling problem that is expspace-complete, see [vEB97] and references therein. A tile is a unit square of one of the several tile-types and the tiling problem we considered is specified by means of a finite set T of tile-type (say T = {t 1 , . . . , t k }), two binary relations H and V over T and two distinguished tile-types t init , t f inal ∈ T . The tiling problem consists in determining whether, for a given number n in unary, the region [0, . . . , 2 n − 1] × [0, . . . , k − 1] of the integer plane for some k can be tiled consistently with H and V , t init is the left bottom tile, and t f inal is the right upper tile.
Given an instance I = T, t init , t f inal , n of the tiling problem, we build a formula φ I such that I = T, t init , t f inal , n has a solution iff φ I is PLTL ↓ (IPC ++ ) satisfiable. We introduce the variables in PLTL ↓ (IPC ++ ) that are needed in the sequel:
-pos is a variable that allow to count until 2 n ; there is a corresponding global variable pos ′ ; each element α, i of a row [0, . . . , 2 n −1]×{i} satisfies pos ≡ 2 n α; the finite region [0, . . . , 2 n − 1] × [0, . . . , k − 1] will be encoded by the following prefix of a PLTL ↓,mod model
-for t ∈ T , z t is a variable such that D t := z t ≡ 2 0 is the formula encoding the fact that at a certain position of the integer plane the tile t is present. There is also a global variable z The formula φ I is the conjunction of the following formulae:
(the region of the integer plane for the solution is finite);
(exactly one tile per element of the plane region);
-2(Xpos ≡ 2 n pos + 1) (incrementation of the counter pos modulo 2 n );
(vertical consistency). The last part of the above formula allows us to go exactly to the cell above a given cell and check the vertical consistency. Observe that ↓ is present in φ I only to express the vertical consistency.
One can show that the instance I = T, t init , t f inal , n has a solution iff φ I is PLTL ↓ (IPC ++ ) satisfiable.
In the expspace-hardness proof, we are able to count till 2 n using only a number of resources polynomial in n (this can be done also in LTL) and we can compare the truth value of atomic formulae in states of "temporal distance" exactly 2 n using only a polynomial amount of symbols (this cannot be done in PLTL mod ), whence the reduction of a famous expspace-complete tiling problem. In the proof, the freeze operator is used to characterize a distance equal to 2 n exactly with a polynomial amount of symbols.
EXPSPACE upper bound
An exponential-time translation from PLTL ∃ (IPC + ) to PLTL(IPC + ) allows us to show the following result.
Lemma 9. Satisfiability for PLTL ∃ (IPC + ) is in expspace.
Proof. Let φ be a formula of PLTL ∃,mod with -free variables x 1 , . . . , x k ; -c 1 < . . . < c n are the constants in φ occurring in constraints of the form x ∼ c with ∼∈ {<, >, =}; -natural numbers k 1 , . . . , k u occurring in the context of ≡-atomic formulae and their lcm is denoted by K.
Let D be the set
To each i, j, l ∈ D, we associate a constant d i,j,l such that |d i,j,l | is polynomial in |φ| and [
We reduce PLTL ∃ (IPC + ) satisfiability to PLTL(IPC + ) satisfiability. The translation t is the following:
-t(p) = p for p atomic, -t is homomorphic for the Boolean and temporal operators, It is then easy to show that φ is PLTL ∃,mod satisfiable iff t(φ) is PLTL(IPC + ) satisfiable.
The above reduction does not work if we allow atomic constraints of the form x = y (belonging to IPC ++ ) as in the formula 2 ↓ x ′ =x X2(x = x ′ ) that characterizes models where all the values for x are different. Such a formula is particularly interesting since in cryptographic protocols, nonces, ideally variables that never take twice the same value, are often used to guarantee freshness properties. Hence, this can be specified in PLTL mod with ↓. So far, the decidability status of PLTL mod augmented with the freeze operator ↓ is an open problem as well as the expspace-hardness of PLTL ∃ (IPC + ).
6 Application to the equivalence problem for extended single-string automata
In this section, we characterize the complexity of the equivalence problem for extended single-string automata defined in [LM01, Sect. 5]. This problem is central to check whether two time granularities are equivalent (see also [Wij00] ) when granularities are encoded by such automata. Such automata can be viewed as Büchi automata recognizing exactly one ω-word. Guards on transitions expressed by integer periodicity constraints and update maps on transitions provide conciseness of such constraint automata. Unlike timed automata, no synchronization between variables is performed and the languages for guards and update maps are quite different, see e.g. [AD94, BDFP00] . We improve the known expspace upper bound from [LM01] into a pspace upper bound by reducing the equivalence problem to the model-checking problem for PLTL mod -automata. Moreover, although a seemingly efficient algorithm is presented in [LM01] , we show the pspace-hardness by reducing QBF. Let IPC * be the fragment of IPC {∃} containing Boolean combinations of atomic constraints of the form either x ≡ k c or ∃z (x ≡ k z ∧ y ≡ k ′ z). Elements of IPC * will be guards on transitions. An update map g for the variable x i is of the form either x i := x i + c or x i := c with c ∈ Z. We write UP x 1 ,...,x n to denote the set of update maps for some set {x 1 , . . . , x n } of variables.
An extended single-string automaton A (ESSA) over the finite set of variables {x 1 , . . . , x n } [LM01] is a structure of the form Q, q 0 , v 0 , Σ, δ where -Q is a finite set of states and q 0 ∈ Q (initial state); -v 0 ∈ Z n (initial value of the variables x 1 , . . . , x n ); -Σ is a finite alphabet;
..,x n ) and for every q ∈ Q, 1. either there is a unique u such that q, u ∈ δ, u is of the form a, q ′ , ⊤, X , and X contains exactly one update map per variable x i ; 2. or there are exactly two u such that q, u ∈ δ, say u 1 and u 2 , and in that case u 1 is of the form a 1 , q 1 , p, X 1 , u 2 is of the form a 2 , q 2 , ¬p, X 2 where p is a constraint in IPC * built over variables in {x 1 , . . . , x n } and in both X 1 and X 2 exactly one update map for x i is present. Case 1. is subsumed by Case 2. by taking p = ⊤. The elements of δ are also denoted by q a,p,X − −− → q ′ (p is the guard and X is the global update map).
A configuration is a member q, v ∈ Q × Z n . We define the one-step relation a − → for a ∈ Σ as follows:
It is easy to check that there is exactly one sequence w = a 1 a 2 . . . ∈ Σ For instance, the ω-word associated with the ESSA below is a 2 n · b ω :
Lemma 10. The equivalence problem for ESSA can be solved in pspace. 
Proof. Given two ESSA
′ be ESSA over the (disjoint) sets of variables {x 1 , . . . , x n 1 } and {x n 1 +1 , . . . , x n 1 +n 2 }, respectively. We build an LTL(IPC {∃} )-automaton B such that l(B) is non-empty (equivalent to B |= ∃ ⊤) iff w A = w A ′ (actually l(B) will contain at most one ω-word). We write K to denote the lcm of all the constants k occurring in one of the two input automata in the context of ≡ k . The constructed automaton B has a quite restricted form since the labels on transitions are atomic formulae from LTL(IPC {∃} ). With each update map g occurring in one of the two input automata, we associate an atomic formula PLTL mod (g) in PLTL mod as follows:
-if g is of the form
Let B = Q ′′ , init, F, δ ′′ be the LTL(IPC {∃} )-automaton defined as follows:
iff the following conditions are verified:
, p 2 , X 2 ∈ δ with a 1 = a 2 (the same letter is read);
• φ is the conjunction of the following formulae:
1. -q 1 , q
It is easy to check that B can be built in polynomial-time in the size of A and A ′ . Moreover, one can show that l(B) is non-empty iff w A = w A ′ .
However, it is worth observing that the transformation of the update map
The above result of pspace upper bound can be extended if in the definition of ESSA, the constraint language IPC * is extended to IPC {∃,[]} . However, adding constraints of the form x = 0 (that are not in IPC {∃,[]} ) would lead to undecidability by reduction from the halting problem for two-counter machines.
On the other side, one can show that the equivalence problem for ESSA is pspace-hard even if -the constraints occurring in transitions are literals (conjunction and disjunction are disallowed) containing atomic constraints of the form x ≡ k c; -no update maps with incrementation or decrementation are used (it remains the update maps of the form either x := x -identity-or x := c); -the only k occurring in ≡ k is 2.
-the alphabet Σ is binary (if Σ is unary, then the equivalence problem is trivial). Observe that time granularities are encoded with only three symbols { , , ≀} in [Wij00] .
Lemma 11. The equivalence problem for ESSA is pspace-hard.
Proof. We reduce QBF to the equivalence problem for ESSA. Let φ be an instance of QBF of the form below:
where the l i j s are literals over the propositional variables in x 1 , . . . , x 2n . In spite of the prenex form of φ, the strict alternation between ∀ and ∃, and the fact that φ ′ is in 3CNF, QBF restricted to such QBF formulae can be easily shown to be pspace-hard. We shall define, in logarithmic space in |φ|, an ESSA A such that φ is satisfiable iff w A = a ω . This will lead to the pspace-hardness of the equivalence problem for ESSA since it is easy to design an ESSA B such that w B = a ω . First, we recall in Figure 5 the standard recursive procedure EVAL(ψ, v) to solve QBF. The first argument is a QBF formula and v is an interpretation of propositional variables for a superset of the free variables in ψ. 
that corresponds to the successive calls to EVAL with the first argument being the matrix φ ′ and A i is the value returns by EVAL(φ ′ , v i ). Without any loss of generality, we can assume that each v i belongs to {0, 1}
2n . Observe that
, and v 1 , . . . , v α is a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers encoded by 2n bits.
We build an ESSA A that simulates the above-mentioned sequence of calls of the form EVAL(φ ′ , v). Let A be the following structure Q, q 0 , v 0 , Σ, δ ;
-Q is the union of the following elements: For every j ∈ {1, . . . , 2n + 1} we write UPD j to denote the following set of update maps:
The set UPD 2n+1 does not modify the values of the variables in {x 1 , . . . , x 2n } and therefore we denote it by ID. We define the map L that translates naturally literals into atomic constraints in the following way: L(x i ) = (x i ≡ 2 1) and L(¬x i ) = (x i ≡ 2 0). The encoding of the structure of φ ′ is done via the following transitions:
(satisfaction of the clause C j = l By way of example, we present in Figure 6 , the ESSA for the QBF formula ϕ below:
Observe that in the ESSA associated with ϕ, only the incoming transitions of LIT 1 1 modify the values of the variables. In order to simplify the figure, for some transition with letter a and set of update maps ID, we have only labelled the transition by the guard. By the way, it is easy to check that ϕ is satisfiable, by showing for instance that the run of the automaton explores the following interpretations of x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 : 0000, 0001, 0010, 0011, 1000, 1010.
Moreover, the ESSA associated with ϕ is not flat in the sense of [CJ98, CC00] .
Theorem 7. The equivalence problem for ESSA is pspace-complete.
The proof of the pspace upper bound stated in Corollary 10 entails that checking whether w A = w A ′ can be done in time
where n is the number of variables used in A, A ′ and maxsize is the size of the greatest integer k in ≡ k -guards occurring in A, A ′ . Hence, the greatest integer occuring in A, A ′ has value in O(2 maxsize ). Consequently, the parameterized version of the equivalence problem for ESSA is fixed-parameter tractable (FTP) when the parameters are the number of variables and the integers, see e.g. [DF99, DFS99] for definitions and motivations about the parameterized complexity paradigm. However, the proof of Lemma 11 entails that the problem remains pspace-hard when the only integer k in ≡ k -guards occurring in A, A ′ is 2 or when the integers are encoded with a unary representation. Similarly, the problem remains pspace-hard when only two distinct variables are used. Indeed, by following the construction of the proof of Lemma 11, the binary encoding of a first variable encodes a propositional valuation whereas the second variable is used as an auxiliary register to test the nullity of each bit of the first variable. Details are omitted here. By contrast, we are only able to prove the co-np-hardness of the problem restricted to a unique variable. Hence, it is open whether the equivalence problem for ESSA restricted to a unique variable (but without restriction on the size of integers) is pspace-hard.
Another simpler problem which arises when dealing with time granularities, is to find the nth occurrence of a given symbol in a string [LMP03, Sect. 4] . Here is the definition of the occurrence problem for ESSA: input: an ESSA A, a ∈ Σ and n, m ∈ N (with a binary representation); output: 1 if the nth occurrence of a in w A is in position less than m. 0 otherwise.
The proof of Lemma 11 entails that this problem is also pspace-hard when n, m are encoded with a binary representation. Indeed, φ is not QBF satisfiable iff the first occurrence of b in w A is in position less than (2 8×|φ| × 4 × |φ| 2 ) + 1. The pspace upper bound of the occurrence problem is also easy to establish.
Concluding remarks
We have introduced a first-order theory of periodicity constraints IPC ++ whose satisfiability is pspace-complete and a version of LTL with past whose atomic formulae are constraints from IPC ++ (with comparison of variables at different states). PLTL mod is a very concise logical formalism to deal with periodicity constraints. We have shown that PLTL mod model-checking and satisfiability are pspace-complete and that PLTL ∃ (IPC + ), the fragment PLTL(IPC + ) of PLTL mod extended with the quantifier ∃ has problems in expspace. As an application, we have also proved that the equivalence problem for ESSA introduced in [LM01, Sect. 5] is pspace-complete, even if restricted to two variables.
In Table 1 in the table refers to the decidability status. All undecidability results are consequences of the fact that LTL over the constraint language allowing atomic constraint of the form x = y and x = y + 1 is undecidable by simulation of two-counter machines 1 . Two families of open problems can be distinguished from Table 1: 1. How to deal with the constraint language IPC + {x < y, x = y}? The difficulty with the decidability status of PLTL(IPC + {x < y, x = y}) is that LTL({x < y, x = y}) already characterizes non ω-regular sequences of constraints, see details in [DD03] . 2. How to deal with ↓ in the presence of atomic constraints of the form x = y?
For instance, the decidability status of LTL({x = y}) + ↓ even restricted to formulae with a unique local variable is open. The formula 2 ↓ x ′ =x X2(x = x ′ ) belongs to this language.
1 For instance, the undecidability of PLTL + ↓({x = y, x < y}) can be shown by adapting the proof of [DD03, Theorem 10.1] with the domain Z, =, succ . We modify the formula ϕ M (used in the proof of [DD03, Theorem 10.1]) encoding the behaviour of the machine M . First, we introduce a new variable z and the formula 2(z < Xz) is a new conjunct of ϕ M . In that way, σ, 0 |= 2(z < Xz) iff σ(0)(z), σ(1)(z), . . . is isomorphic to N. Second, all the variables x occurring in ϕ M are forced to take their values in {σ(i)(z) : i ∈ N}, which can be done with the formula 2(↓ x ′ =x F −1 (z = x ′ ) ∨ F(z = x ′ )). The conjunction of all these formulae is added to ϕ M . Third, we replace every occurrence of succ(X n 1 x 1 , X n 2 x 2 ) in ϕ M stating that the value of x 2 at the n 2 th next state is 1 plus the value of x 1 at the n 1 th next state, by
with Everywhere(ψ) = G −1 (ψ) ∨ 2(ψ). The quantification over Z that allows to express the successor function by means of < is encoded by a quantification over the states, which is fine by the properties satisfied by the interpretation of z. The modified version of ϕ M (with new conjuncts) encodes the behaviour of M , whence the undecidability of PLTL + ↓({x = y, x < y}). The decidability status of LTL + ↓({x = y, x < y}) (no past-time operators) is open.
